While autonomously driving systems accumulate more and more sensors as well as highly specialized visual features and engineered solutions, the human visual system provides evidence that visual input and simple low level image features are sufficient for successful driving. In this paper we propose extensions (non-linear update and coherence weighting) to one of the simplest biologically inspired learning schemes (Hebbian learning). We show that this is sufficient for online learning of visual autonomous driving, where the system learns to directly map low level image features to control signals. After the initial training period, the system seamlessly continues autonomously. This extended Hebbian algorithm, qHebb, has constant bounds on time and memory complexity for training and evaluation, independent of the number of training samples presented to the system. Further, the proposed algorithm compares favorably to state of the art engineered batch learning algorithms in a visual head pose prediction challenge, where the algorithms can be more thoroughly evaluated.
The input layer of the system consists of a single gray-scale camera and a generic, holistic representation of the whole visual field, using visual Gist [4] . No information regarding what kind of track or what kind of visual features that define the track is provided in advance. The system is supposed to learn features of the track together with correct driving behavior from the visual Gist features and the manual control signals provided during the initial training phase, see Fig. 1 . Table 1 summarizes previous and present approaches to this task.
The proposed approach is based on the channel representation [2] and associative learning [3] . The channel representation of a scalar entity is a coefficient vector similar to a soft histogram (Fig. 2) . A corresponding representation in biological systems is the population coding of e.g. orientation in the visual field. An associative mapping y = Cx is learned, relating the channel representation, x, of each image from the camera to the channel representation, y, of the steering signal. Although the mapping is linear in the channel domain, non-linear relations can be represented between the original domains. Our two main contributions are an online learning rule for C with decoupled learning and forgetting rates, and a weighted variant of y = Cx, where each coefficient in x is weighted with the specificity with which it predicts the control signal (encoded in y).
Method
Online When the remote override is released, the vehicle seamlessly continues autonomously. After the training period, the system showed robustness towards reconfiguration of the track (left column). After introducing an intersection, the vehicle can be forced to take the other way by a short application of manual control. After this new training data is acquired, both modes, going straight and turning, are present in the system. When the vehicle reaches the intersection again, it either goes straight or turns depending on which mode happen to get a stronger response (right column). However, the modes are never mixed, which would be noticed by the vehicle making half a turn at the intersection. The figure shows a selection of frames from the supplementary video available at http://users.isy.liu.se/cvl/ofjall/bmvc2014.mp4.
Figure 2: Illustration of a channel representation of a distribution of orientation data. The thin plots indicate the kernel functions (the channels) and the bold lines illustrate the corresponding channel coefficients as weighted kernel functions. The represented distribution has two modes.
